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William Shakespare, "The Tempest", Act 2, Scene  1

"Be rough and razorable; she that from whom 

We all were sea-swallow’d, though some cast again 

(And by that destiny) to perform an act 

Whereof what’s past is prologue, what to come 

In yours and my discharge."



from  R.Petre's presentation
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Which are the IACHEC goals

1. Understand and document the cross-calibration status 
of our instruments

2. [Get new ideas on how to] Improve the calibration of our 
instruments, achieving at the same time a better 
agreement among them

3. Promote the definition of good standard and practise on 
ground- and in-flight calibration, and support new 
missions (and the community at large) to pick them up



from E.Kendziorra presentation at the 2th IACHEC



IACHEC paper status

Paper Status last year Status this year
1E0102-72 close to submission published

3C273 + PKS2155-304 close to submission published
C/X blazar sample wrapping up wrapping up

Crab advanced draft in preparation
G21.5-0.9 - to be started

N132D not discussed in preparation
Concordance Project - in preparation
MMS (galaxy clusters) to be started in preparation

RXJ1856-3754 - under consideration
Timing (Crab) - under consideration

Crab phase-resolved - under consideration

green = progress



Helping Calibration Teams to understand their systematics



Helping Calibration Teams to understand their systematics

Los Abogados de Atocha, Madrid



Journey to an uncharted territory …
The absolute flux of the Crab The absolute flux of everything

from  K.Madsen's presentation

from  R.Petre's presentation

from  M.Markevitch's presentation



Quest for absolute flux calibrators

NS thermonuclear X-ray bursts as 
absolute flux calibrators

Burst Mode!

Güver et al., 2016, ApJ, 829, 48



Agreements on cross-calibration status at 9th IACHEC

1. Compile a list of astronomical topics for which 
calibration uncertainties are a limiting factor 

	 see M.Markevitch's presentation. Closed?


